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			MANDATORY WATER RATIONING



	Bill McKibben, author, environmentalist and activist said we are



in WWIII as we face extreme climate disruption and we are losing



the war.





	Within months after the devastating attack at Pearl Harbor,



FDR had ensured that mandatory gasoline rationing was in effect



in all 48 states.  Gas and rubber was needed for an all-out war effort.



Americans would sacrifice driving their sacred automobiles for the



duration. At first, the government urged voluntary gasoline rationing.



That did not work but by the spring of 1942, 6 months after the 



attack, the first 17 states put mandatory gasoline rationing into



effect, and by December controls were extended across the country.



	FDR didn’t wait for a messaging program to raise awareness.



He did what he had to do and people accepted it because it was



appropriate to the threat. It was fair, and it was strictly enforced.



It was the law.



	The entire western US is drying and burning up. We too are



under attack.



	Therefore, we need you, the Board Members to enact



proposals with teeth that will ensure whole hearted cooperation now.



	To conserve drinking water we don’t need proposals that make



suggestions, ask politely and hope for the best.



	We are asked to make significant cuts in our use of water at the



household level. I believe the response will be overwhelming when we 



believe that you are so committed  to conservation of our limited 



water supply that you will declare it is illegal to water lawns and golf



courses.



	And – most difficult for you – to declare a moratorium on all new



water hookups.



	Convince us that you realize the gravity of our shared 



predicament, and that you will do whatever it takes to realize



significant cutback immediately, regardless of the public resistance



and/or political consequences that strict water rationing may bring



forth.



	Gabriel Garcia Marquez said:



 	“Wisdom comes to us when it can no longer do any good.”



Do we have the wisdom and courage to prove him wrong?
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From: John Kling
To: Jack Gibson
Subject: Phoenix Lake expansion
Date: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 7:44:47 PM

Greetings:

I am a Marin County resident living in San Rafael. At the outset I acknowledge that I am not an engineer, but a
retired attorney I hike around Phoenix Lake frequently. I understand why the lake was drained. I am wondering if
anyone has considered excavating some of the earthen walls surrounding the lake while it is drained in an effort to
expand it’s water holding capacity. It would be an expensive proposition. However, I have read many times that
California now has a surplus fund for infrastructure projects intended to expand California’s water holding capacity.
I believe any amount of earth removed would expand the capacity of Phoenix Lake for future use.

Thank you for your consideration of this idea.  Feel free to forward it to your fellow Directors and anyone you deem
necessary to consider it’s implementation.

Respectfully submitted,

John Kling
(415)450-5052

mailto:john.kling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:jgibson@marinwater.org
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Terrie Gillen

From: NANCY PRAETZEL <npraetzel@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 2:02 PM
To: Board Comment
Cc: alayzer@me.com
Subject: Moratorium on new hook ups

To Board members: 
 
 This draught is the worst on record.  We will not know. until at least December or January whether or 
not enough rain will fall in the coming wet season to adequately fill our lakes for the next year or longer. If 
there is not adequate rain, and none can predict this with any degree of certainty, the shortage will continue and 
get worse,  if such is possible. It is difficult to imagine what life in Marin would be like if we have to go into an 
extended  period with bone dry lakes. 
 
 I believe we are now at a point where we must conserve every drop.  Therefore I urge the District to 
enact as soon as possible a total moratorium on new water  hookups.  It matters not that doing so will only 
save a small percentage of what is needed.  Every drop counts.  It is not fair to sacrificing rate payers who are 
supposedly paying for a “reliable” source of water to allow development to access water for people who are not 
here yet.  It matters not that  construction and development  projects will be put on hold,  the “on hold” time 
will supposedly be relatively brief and the current situation, without a moratorium, puts the total burden of 
shortage on many other parts of our economy including nurseries, gardeners, parks,  and other recreation 
facilities,  not to mention the sacrifices of individual rate payers.  The issue of the County’s need for “affordable 
housing” is indeed a sticky one,  but I do not believe that even such a crucial need should allow for dispensing 
water we do not have. 
 
 One other thing.  I was involved in the water conservation movement after the draught of 1976-77. At 
the time, Conservation alone was not considered a possible source for adequate new supply,  but the Water 
conservation committee persisted and proved that there was a lot of water that with conservation, could be 
applied to “new supply”.  There was talk of getting enough supply to provide a “cushion”  to allow for future 
draughts.  Apparently that never happened,  or else someone misfigured some where along the line.  From this 
point on,  the District should figure the amount of water it can rely on for a year and use that when determining 
if there is enough water to support development.    
 
 Thank you for your consideration 
 
  



From: SYDNEY PARK
To: Jack Gibson; Monty Schmitt; Larry Bragman; Cynthia Koehler; Larry Russell
Subject: Two conerns
Date: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 3:22:27 PM

Having just crossed over the bridge at Shasta and also viewed Mt.Shasta from hwy 5, I am concerned with the slow
progress we are making to obtain water. I am sure there are other communities doing the same. If we don’t act fast
to reserve some water rights won’t we face the possibility that there will be none left for us?
My second question that has not been addressed concerns new swimming pools. Since you were originally
proposing to limit the topping off of existing pools how are you justifying the filling and construction of new ones.
There are at least two under construction on Lilac Ave. in Kentfield. Why is the general public’s water restricted
severely while many gallons are being used to fill a new pool?
I would really appreciate answers to both questions.
SYDNEY PARK
slpark@comcast.net
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From: Olivia Miller
To: Jack Gibson; Monty Schmitt; Larry Bragman; Cynthia Koehler; Larry Russell; Water Conservation
Subject: Re: Vegetable Gardens and Water Restrictions...
Date: Thursday, July 22, 2021 10:39:29 AM

Dear MMWD Board of Directors,

I am hoping for clarification on the new water use restrictions as they pertain to vegetable-
only gardens, irrigated using drip lines. 

I work for a local, woman-run edible landscaping company called The Backyard Farm
Company. We plant and tend around 35 raised-bed organic vegetable gardens for clients
around Marin. All of our clients' beds are on drip irrigation lines and totally automated.

We want to make changes to help our customers cut back their water use. Many of them are
completely in the dark on restrictions, so it is up to us to make these changes for them. We
are torn, because their gardens dying, means us losing our jobs. Unlike ornamentals and lawns
which will come back with rains in winter, our vegetable beds will not survive if only watered
on drip twice per week. To stick to this twice per week rule, we would need to water them
twice per week for the longest amount of time allowed. We feel like this will be more wasteful
than sticking to what we do now.

I'm afraid to ask, if we only water on drip twice per week, for how long can we water each
time?   

We are curious how and when our clients will be fined if they use too much water. Will you
look at their bills and usage times?

When I watched your 4/20 hearing, there was a concession made for watering vegetable
gardens. I am wondering (hoping) that concession still applies to vegetable gardens. Are
vegetable gardens excluded from these rules?

Thank you for any clarification you can offer!

Sincerely,
Olivia Miller

Olivia Miller Farmer, The Backyard Farm Company 
olivia@thebackyardfarmco.com 
https://link.edgepilot.com/s/3d7d31d2/Fw0MYBZtmUuwWteE_ImiMA?
u=http://www.thebackyardfarmco.com/ 
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Download Our Free Seasonal Planting Guide!

From: Olivia Miller
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:12 PM
To: JGibson@MarinWater.org <JGibson@MarinWater.org>; MSchmitt@MarinWater.org
<MSchmitt@MarinWater.org>; LBragman@MarinWater.org <LBragman@MarinWater.org>;
CKoehler@MarinWater.org <CKoehler@MarinWater.org>; LRussell@MarinWater.org
<LRussell@MarinWater.org>
Subject: Vegetable Gardens and Water Restrictions...
 
Dear MMWD Board of Directors,
I am grateful for our water district that prioritizes nature and also makes sure there is
enough H2O to go around to our massive county!
It is obviously the right thing to do to limit water use this year, and likely is the future
here-- as we adapt to life in a warmer county, a much hotter planet.  
I will make this short-- I am hoping there is some concession to be made for drip
irrigating vegetable gardens! I am emailing to make a plea that you make an
exception for watering vegetable gardens during this drought. OR perhaps you
offer some sort of rebate to folks who can prove they are irrigating vegetable
gardens with drip, and can show receipts for mulch. 
I am a Marin Master Gardener, fully bought into hydrozones, natives, and low water
plants. I am also an employee of The Backyard Farm Company. We plant and
maintain vegetable gardens in peoples' backyards around Marin. We enrich our soil
with local compost that retains water, waste no water using drip systems at all of our
gardens, plant seasonally appropriate plants (tomatoes and eggplants that once
established, have long roots that tap into deeper sources of moisture), and this year
we will mulch each and every plot. We will abide by these great water-saving veggie-
gardening tips! 
There are so many benefits of growing one's own food-- for the body, the mind, and
the planet! 
Please consider the veggies, me, and my little local gardening company, when
you make your important decision this evening. 
Thank you,
Olivia Miller

Olivia Miller Farmer, The Backyard Farm Company 
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From: Thomas G Lambach
To: Larry Bragman
Subject: MMWD Priorities
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021 12:00:16 AM

Dear Director Bragman,

I'm a desalination advocate because it is a permanent water source in an
increasingly arid state. The June 18 Operations meeting conveyed a meek
response to a water shortage. In my view the District's mission is to
supply water, yet, as in most public venues, peripheral considerations
and distractions get folded into the mix.

Marin has enjoyed fairly predictable rainfall so MMWD's mission was
passive: capture it, clean it and pipe it to the customers. A per-capita
MMWD water budget may be a measure of system demand with rates keyed to
use on the revenue side and sources prioritized on the supply side. I
say this because so much of the discussion, particularly from one
Director seemed to be along the lines of how can we muddle thru this
shortage at the lowest cost, yet she also realized the displayed time
line to actually do something was unrealistic, especially given no
mandate(s) by the Board. The public message is equally lame.

Director, the Board has to get serious, when the water is gone, the
Board will be gone.

Two or three years ago Santa Barbara expanded its desalination plant in
anticipation of future need; it supplies about 30% of the city's needs.
The video is instructive, especially with respect to time lines - YEARS
- despite the City having done it before and knew what needed to be done!

https://link.edgepilot.com/s/701f03e8/QQpMsGuBhki9-RMfnqqmLQ?u=https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6dkHkuVMC9g

Thomas Lambach

Kentfield
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From: Mary Anne McKernie
Cc: Jack Gibson; Monty Schmitt; Larry Bragman; Cynthia Koehler; Larry Russell
Subject: Golf course potable water use
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 3:00:56 PM

MMWD Directors:

As a citizen concerned about the myriad risks associated with the drought, I would like to urge
MMWD to mandate further water usage reduction by golf courses (beyond their 40% reduction to
date) and their use of non-potable water. Golf course water usage is massive (7.2M gallons/year).
And even though MMWD encourages, and even provides rebates for, water usage reductions by
residential customers—advocating for brown lawns, unwashed cars and distributing MMWD-
branded 5-minute shower timers---fairways and putting greens at golf courses remain green.

My understanding is that some of the water being used by golf courses is being diverted from public
parks and fields. Before the costs of golf courses’ overuse further impacts residential customers—
when the need to import water will be borne by them at greater expense--I believe that this should
be addressed now.

Thank you for your consideration.

MARY ANNE McKERNIE
MaryAnne@mamDESIGN.com

415.717.3949
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From: nick javaras
To: Jack Gibson
Subject: Golf course water usage
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 10:49:40 AM

Mr Gibson . It is beyond ridiculous that home owners are being asked to limit water usage but local golf courses
aren’t. And they are using potable water. And even though they have reduced their consumption it is not enough.
Stop them please.  .  Sent from my iPhone

mailto:dealdawg@sbcglobal.net
mailto:jgibson@marinwater.org


From: george mcneil
To: Jack Gibson
Subject: Golf courses
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 10:59:26 AM

Stop watering

George

mailto:gemcneil@mac.com
mailto:jgibson@marinwater.org


From: Z
To: Jack Gibson
Subject: Infrastructure
Date: Saturday, July 24, 2021 9:54:38 AM

I am a longtime Marin Resident, 

Marin needs to initiate larger public works projects to prepare for our evolving climate and
population demands. 

Please put effort towards deeper and larger water wells wherever you can, and
desalination plants along the coast if necessary. 

mailto:coopershardwareinc@gmail.com
mailto:jgibson@marinwater.org


From: John Harris
To: Jack Gibson; Monty Schmitt; Larry Bragman; Cynthia Koehler; LRussell@marineater.org
Subject: WATER STRATEGY
Date: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 12:16:37 PM

Ladies & Gentlemen of the Board:

While acknowledging that we are in a critical situation, I find it very
difficult to take the current strategy of water conservation seriously largely
because I don't believe that this Board is doing so.

The strategy seems to be  hopes and prayers for rain next year without a
long term plan for a reliable supply of water for the community.
I have lived here for more than 40 years and in fact arrived in 1977 from
the Northwest where water in the tap was a given, only to be met with
severe restrictions on my water usage. Over the years, more by luck than
judgement we have managed but only because it rained next year. Maybe
it won't! Year by year it gets less likely.

I am not aware of any strategy that you may have developed to mitigate
this Hail Mary approach.

Water has been moved from place to place from source to where it is
needed for centuries. More recently the transfer of water from Northern
California to the south ( see Mono Lake)
We transport oil and liquid natural gas over thousands of miles in pipe
lines. Why not water?
In the Middle East, where water is used as a weapon, desalination has
been in use for years. I would refer you to an article in this week's
Economist which indicates that desalinated, potable water is being
produced, using solar power, at 50c per cubic meter.

I grew up in post war England so conservation, repurpose and reuse is
second nature. We used to bathe once a week, girls first and boys next in
tepid, soapy water!

A long term  well thought out strategy rather than hopes and prayers
would make conservation much more palatable. You can't conserve it if it's
all gone!

John Harris
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From: Jerome Gilbert
To: Cynthia Koehler
Subject: Bridge pipeline
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 10:04:14 AM

Good morning Cynthia,
We are now living in Marin County at the Tamalpias Residence and have been following your
efforts to shore up dry year supplies. In today’s interview, you said that the pipeline is the
likely solution. I could not agree more. 

The potential for long-term security, and reduced operating costs, is very good.Once EBMUD
completed the Freeport project, it opened up access to the transfer market which gives a buyer
much more leverage. If you were connected. It occurred to me that  North Marin could also
benefit with an appropriate exchange arrangement.

These are stressful times in the water world, and I wish you the best of luck with CalTrans in
particular.

Jerry Gilbert
925 254 8863

mailto:jerrybgil@gmail.com
mailto:ckoehler@marinwater.org


From: Ria German-Carter
To: Board Comment
Subject: Comment for tonight"s Open Board Meeting
Date: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 12:59:29 PM

I am resending this, as I just read not to include address and phone number. Please replace my previous email with
this one. Thank you.

To whom it may concern,

I would like to attend tonight’s open board meeting. I just spoke with ranger John McConneloug and Sabrina, who
mentioned that I would need a password link to the meeting. I hope that you can provide that for me, so that I might
participate and speak briefly regarding my concerns.

My comment for tonight’s meeting:

"I am concerned about the trail blockade which was recently installed on Old Mountain Tunnel Road. We recently
bought our property at 740 Bolinas Road, which is actually on Old Mountain Tunnel Road, adjacent to the road
blockade. The blockade impacts our access to the trails off Concrete Pipe Road, one of the primary reasons for
buying this property. As seniors, we will be putting our safety at risk walking down Bolinas Road to the trailhead.
Bolinas Road has blind curves and no shoulder, and is already shared by both bicyclists and autos. Adding
pedestrians and dogs to the mix seems much more dangerous than crossing the bridge. I hope that we can work
together to provide safe access via the bridge for both pedestrians and cyclists in the near future, by using an
easement or other modification. Thank you for your consideration."

Ria German-Carter
Barry Carter

mailto:ria@batnet.com
mailto:boardcomment@marinwater.org


From: M
To: opinion@marinij.com; drodini@marincounty.org; chair@maringop.org; Jack Gibson; Monty Schmitt
Subject: Conservation
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 2:53:21 PM

I was not surprised that supervisor Dennis Rodini worked for the water district. His entire article  put the
entire onus on users not the supplier for sufficient water. He talks of using recycled water and even
recycling toilet water. He said many people talk about desalination and other cures but said we lose
interest when it rains. Sure enough. But his article was sort of confusing. He wants us to catch rain water
for watering but if there is a big rain storm I won't need to catch water. Maybe he means I should keep the
rain water in big vats on my front lawn until the summer. 

But Rodini is typical of what we have in the water district and civic center. He likes fish more than people
and closed down the San Geronimo Gulf course to make it a happier place for the fish. As supervisor he
offers no logical solution to the water storage. His solution is for us to capture water and save the water
guys from embarrassment. Where do guys like him come from. 

We need leaders with foresight. We need leaders to solve the water problem and not put the onus on the
users. Evidently Rodini has no question for the water board, just us. We need to use desalinated water
but my guess is Rodini sees the ocean water as sacred and to use it would be a sin again nature. So we
will continue to ration, continue to be gouged in costs while the water guys keep their jobs and get more
money for less use. What's wrong with this picture. I thought in a democray people were in charge. 
Robert A. Casper, SR
San Rafael, CA
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From: Virginia A Beauchamp
To: Cynthia Koehler
Subject: Water collection options
Date: Monday, August 2, 2021 8:22:42 PM

Hi
I wasn’t sure who to contact but I was wondering if an option such as the following referenced
in the Smithsonian magazine article would be feasible in Marin. With our great supply of
summer fog we could potentially harvest a lot of water. There are many designs that are being
used to get water to people in arid areas that use thin collection wires and this is only one
option. https://link.edgepilot.com/s/8a2629a0/OqYt31_XxEKYy18MLp-r1A?
u=https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/this-tower-pulls-drinking-water-out-of-thin-
air-180950399/

https://link.edgepilot.com/s/a945cb84/ezuMrDJjyUCmF_6Fr2L8gQ?
u=https://academic.oup.com/ijlct/article/15/2/253/5718410
Perhaps you have already researched these types of options but I thought I would send these
links in the event you have not.
Thanks for your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,

A concerned citizen,

Virginia Beauchamp

Greenbrae, California
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This Tower Pulls Drinking Water Out of Thin Air

Designer Arturo Vittori says his invention can provide remote villages with more 
than 25 gallons of clean drinking water per day

Warka Water towers are designed to take advantage of condensation. (Architecture and Vision )

By Tuan C. Nguyen 
smithsonianmag.com 
April 8, 2014

In some parts of Ethiopia, finding potable water is a six-hour journey.

People in the region spend 40 billion hours a year trying to find and collect water, says a group called the Water Project. And even 
when they find it, the water is often not safe, collected from ponds or lakes teeming with infectious bacteria, contaminated with 
animal waste or other harmful substances. 

The water scarcity issue—which affects nearly 1 billion people in Africa alone—has drawn the attention of big-name 
philanthropists like actor and Water.org co-founder Matt Damon and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, who, through their 
respective nonprofits, have poured millions of dollars into research and solutions, coming up with things like a system that 
converts toilet water to drinking water and a "Re-invent the Toilet Challenge," among others.

Critics, however, have their doubts about integrating such complex technologies in remote villages that don't even have access to 
a local repairman. Costs and maintenance could render many of these ideas impractical. 

"If the many failed development projects of the past 60 years have taught us anything," wrote one critic, Toilets for 
People founder Jason Kasshe, in a New York Times editorial, "it's that complicated, imported solutions do not work."

Other low-tech inventions, like this life straw, aren't as complicated, but still rely on users to find a water source.
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It was this dilemma—supplying drinking water in a way that's both practical and convenient—that served as the impetus for a 
new product called Warka Water, an inexpensive, easily-assembled structure that extracts gallons of fresh water from the air.

The invention from Arturo Vittori, an industrial designer, and his colleague Andreas Vogler doesn't involve complicated gadgetry 
or feats of engineering, but instead relies on basic elements like shape and material and the ways in which they work together. 

At first glance, the 30-foot-tall, vase-shaped towers, named after a fig tree native to Ethiopia, have the look and feel of a showy 
art installation. But every detail, from carefully-placed curves to unique materials, has a functional purpose.

The rigid outer housing of each tower is comprised of lightweight and elastic juncus stalks, woven in a pattern that offers stability 
in the face of strong wind gusts while still allowing air to flow through. A mesh net made of nylon or  polypropylene, which calls 
to mind a large Chinese lantern, hangs inside, collecting droplets of dew that form along the surface. As cold air condenses, the 
droplets roll down into a container at the bottom of the tower. The water in the container then passes through a tube that functions 
as a faucet, carrying the water to those waiting on the ground.

Using mesh to facilitate clean drinking water isn't an entirely new concept. A few years back, an MIT student designed a fog-
harvesting device with the material. But Vittori's invention yields more water, at a lower cost, than some other concepts that came 
before it.

"[In Ethiopia], public infrastructures do not exist and building [something like] a well is not easy," Vittori says of the country. "To 
find water, you need to drill in the ground very deep, often as much as 1,600 feet.  So it's technically difficult and expensive. 
Moreover, pumps need electricity to run as well as access to spare parts in case the pump breaks down."

So how would Warka Water's low-tech design hold up in remote sub-Saharan villages? Internal field tests have shown that one 
Warka Water tower can supply more than 25 gallons of water throughout the course of a day, Vittori claims. He says because the 
most important factor in collecting condensation is the difference in temperature between nightfall and daybreak, the towers are 
proving successful even in the desert, where temperatures, in that time, can differ as much as 50 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The structures, made from biodegradable materials, are easy to clean and can be erected without mechanical tools in less than a 
week. Plus, he says, "once locals have the necessary know-how, they will be able to teach other villages and communities to 
build the Warka."

In all, it costs about $500 to set up a tower—less than a quarter of the cost of something like the Gates toilet, which costs about 
$2,200 to install and more to maintain. If the tower is mass produced, the price would be even lower, Vittori says. His team hopes 
to install two Warka Towers in Ethiopia by next year and is currently searching for investors who may be interested in scaling the 
water harvesting technology across the region. 

"It's not just illnesses that we're trying to address. Many Ethiopian children from rural villages spend several hours every day to 
fetch water, time they could invest for more productive activities and education," he says. "If we can give people something that 
lets them be more independent, they can free themselves from this cycle."

About Tuan C. Nguyen

Tuan C. Nguyen is a Silicon Valley-based journalist specializing in technology, health, design and innovation. His work has 
appeared in ABCNews.com, NBCNews.com, FoxNews.com, CBS' SmartPlanet and LiveScience.
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